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Abstract- This paper describes about a performance analysis based on load testing and the role of power electronics in the 

femto cells. The evolution of wireless broadband technology avoids the web surfing of the network and improves the data 

speed and coverage which can be done by using Femtocells without the need of the expensive cell towers. They are low 

power consumption of 12V for 3G, 6V for 4G ,5V for 5G and low cost user deployed base station able to provide high 

service in residential, enterprise and metro cells. In order to maintain the stability of the system, the load testing has been 

done for the long duration by using various tools. If any failure occurs during testing can be analyzed by taking the pcap 

using wire shark tool. Under real life load condition, the performance of the system can be determined by using the load 

testing. The role of power electronics in femto technology has been discussed with the importance of PMIC chip. In this 

proposed paper the architecture of the femto cells  along with the load testing and generation of the report for analyzing the 

performance has been validated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In cellular networks, many services like web surfing, 

video streaming, email downloading and video calls 

requires a high speed connection and generates large 

amount of data traffic to the network. Primary 

problem for the poor coverage indoor problem is due 

to the wall attenuations, multiple losses, scattering 

etc.[1]The challenge of the operators is to provide the 

good indoor coverage in cost effective manner. In the 

rural areas due to the long distance between the base 

stations, the vendor has to constantly come up with 

the solution of utilising the best of limited radio 

resources and improves Quality of Service(QoS). In 

order to overcome these problems various solutions 

like microcells, picocells, Distributed Antenna 

System (DAS) has been adopted but it increases the 

capital cost, equipment cost, building of sites, leased 

backhaul connections and increases the electricity 

bills. Hence the compact and cost effective 

technology has been evolved i.e Femtocell[2][3][4]. 

 

The femto cells are fully featured, short range mobile 

phone base station in order to avoid the existing 

problems like lack of indoor coverage and low data 

rates[5]. It provides excellent mobile coverage and 

data speed at home, office, and public areas for both 

voice and data. Femto cell technology has been 

developed to 3G,4G/LTE and approaching to 

NextGen which is 5G by 2020. Femto cells are also 

known as home basestations that connects standard 

3GPP devices to mobile operator network.The main 

advantage of Femto cells is that they have plug and 

play capability which provides the user with the ease 

of installation and usage. It also compensates for poor 

cellular coverage inside the home or enterprise. It is 

compact in nature such that Femto cells is actually  

 

UTRAN that offers all the services through existing 

broadband internet connection.  alone it cannot be get 

operated, it should the combinations of the other 

controller. It helps in offloading the macro traffic and 

cell phone automatically switch over to the femtocell 

coverage when they are in range. Femto cells works 

efficiently with the existing network infrastructure by 

extending the cellular macro network and serves as a 

primary network if sufficient number of femto cells 

are provided ,thus reduces the equipment cost and 

complexity[6][7] 

 

Femto is a factor denoting one thousandth of 

nano.Femtocells are even smaller than nanocells but 

not the size. The devices are integrated to small 

plastic desktop or wall mount cases and are installed 

to consumer premises by consumer themselves 

[8].The device are powered by eletricity socket . The 

types of Femto cells are shown in figure1. 

 

 
 

Fig1.1. Different types small cells and their capacity 

Courtesy:https://www.google.com 
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Fig 1.2: Front and back view of Femtocell 

 

 
Fig1.3: Variant of Enterprise Femtocell 

 

 
Fig1.4: Different types of Metro Femtocell 

 

In order to meet the ever increasing demand for 

capacity and high rate coverage, the Femto cells are 

promising and scalable method especially in the 

heterogenousnetwork for the global connectivity 

across the world. Femto base station are also called 

Femtocell Access Point (FAP) reduces the 

equipment, operation and maintenance cost of the 

operator and provides good Quality of Service (QoS) 

along with the high capacity gain. Femto cells 

supports three types of access mode they are: open 

access (accessible to all users), closed access 

(restricted access only) and hybrid access (selected 

outside users can access)[9]. 

 

The capacity of the small cell and number of user 

equipment mainly depends upon the type of the small 

cell devices used. It includes as residential cells used 

in private homes, Enterprise cells and Small 

Office/Home Office (SOHO) used in small business, 

Pico cells used in large indoor areas, Micro cells used 

in outdoor areas, Mini Macro cells used in large 

outdoor areas[10]. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF FEMTOCELLS 

 

A cluster of 64000 small cells present in Femtocells 

which depends upon the small cell type and traffic 

model. A cluster can be defined as the set of small 

cells appears as Radio Network subsystem (RNS) to 

the UMTS core network. Each RNS consists Node B 

and RNC.The components present in the femto cell 

are Gateways connecting to 3GPP core network 

which includes MSC, HLR, GGSN, SGSN, PSTN 

etc[2].The block diagram of the architecture of the 

Femto cells is as shown in the Fig 2.  

 

 
Fig 2: Structure of Femtocells  

 

1. Radio Network Controller: If the connection 

between the UTRAN and UE needs to use cell 

can be controlled by RNS providing the radio 

resources. The function of RNC involves : 

assigning and releasing the radio channel, 

control on handover, forward the user data b/w 

core network and UE etc. 

2. Node B : It is responsible for the radio 

transmission and reception b/w the UE and 

UMTS cells. 

3. Small cell (Femto cell) home network: It is 

located in home network and uses the service 

of it. It allows the direct access from UE to the 

node on home cell. 

4. SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node): It is a 

main component of the GPRS network which 

handles all the packed switched data within the 

network and provide support for IP transport 

option and support the direct tunnel feature. 

5. GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node): IuPS 

can established directly b/w the small cell and 

GGSN via BPG when the direct tunnel feature 

are activated. 
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6. MSC (Mobile Switching Centre): It terminates 

IuCS interface on UMTS core network side 

and supports the IP transport option. 

This femtocell network architecture allows 

maximum flexibility and scalability to ensure 

that the deployment is easily incorporated with 

the existing structures. 

 

III. ROLE OF POWER ELECTRONICS 

INFEMTOCELL 

 

In the hardware architecture of the femto cell, the 

components present in this are PWR switching, DC-

DC converters as Buck converter, power over 

ethernet and PMIC chip which manages all the 

associated elements for the processing of the 

operations.[1]. The block diagram of Femto cell 

towards supply side is as shown in Fig3. 

 
Fig 3: Block Diagram of FEMTO cell towards supply 

side 

 

1. Supply: The primary function of a power supply 

is to convert electric current from a source of 

48V to the load. 

2. Power (PWR) Switching: Power switching is a 

Switch Mode Power Supply(SMPS) is an 

electronic power supply that incorporates a 

switching regulator to convert electrical power 

efficiently. 

3. DC-DC Converter: A DC-to-DC converter is an 

electronic circuit that converts a source of 

direct current (DC) from one voltage level to 

another. A buck converter(step-down 

converter) is a DC-to-DC power converter 

which steps down voltage from its input 

(supply) to its output (load). It has a input 

voltage of 48V converts into the output voltage 

of 12V efficiently which extends battery life, 

reduces heat. 

4. Power Over Ethernet (POE): Power over 

Ethernet or POE is a standard system which 

pass electric power along with data on twisted 

pair Ethernet cabling. This allows a single 

cable to provide both data connection and 

electric power to devices such as wireless 

access points.  

5. PMIC: They are integrated circuits for managing 

power requirements of the system. It is often 

included in battery-operated devices such as 

mobile phones and portable media players to 

decrease the amount of space required. Power 

management ICs are solid state devices that 

control the flow and direction of electrical 

power.It has a ability to perform some basic 

electrical functions including voltage 

conversion, voltage scaling, power source 

selection. It is equally suitable for DC-to-DC 

conversion on board without losing the bit of 

accuracy and quality of the signal. 

It is used for individual power conversion, where 

more than one function can be employed on 

the single IC based on the nature and quality of 

the product they are going to be 

installed.These ICs help in reducing the 

number of components required to perform 

number of functions on a single chip[6]. 

 

IV. PROCEDURE FOR SOFTWARE 

UPGRADATION AND LOAD TESTING FOR 

THE FEMTO CELLS 

 

A. Software Upgradation: The purpose of the 

software upgrade is to obtain the advance features by 

replacing the existing ones. The procedure for the 

software upgrade are as follows: 

1. Login to the Femto gateway by using the user 

name and password 

2. Run the scripts of pre-Upgrade in order to check all 

the elements associated with it are working fine or 

not. 

3. Update the software by using the tool. 

4. Run the scripts of post-Upgrade such that all are 

working fine without any failure but if any failure 

occurs take the pcap and analyze it by using 

wireshark tool.  

 

B. Load Testing: The load testing is also called 

performance testing which helps to determine the 

performance of the system under real life load 

condition. This testing helps to determine how 

exactly the application behaves when the multiple 

user access it simultaneously. The load testing helps 

to identifies maximum operating capacity of an 

application, determine current infrastructure is 

sufficient to run the application, sustainability with 

respect to peak user load, scalability of the more user 

to access it. The procedure for the load testing is as 

follows: 

Step 1: Pull the data from the SAM that is required 

for the load testing of the system and disable the logs 

such that the CPU memory may get overloaded. 

 

Step 2: Setup the Femtos for load run process such 

that no. of SCTP association is equal to the Femto 

cell registered. If not take pcap and analyse by using 

wireshark tool. 

 

Step 3: In one particular tool set the time required to 

run the load. 
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Step 4: Start the run and make sure that all the femtos 

are registered and all are working fine with single call 

flow 

 

Step 5 : The stability of the system should be 

maintained constant throughout the load run and also 

throughout of BVG and BPG should also be constant. 

Different femto cells have different throughput 

depending upon the load associated with it. Thus by 

the load run the performance of the poor system can 

be analysed and fine tunes the modification in the 

configuration of the software to obtain the predicted 

results. 

 

Step 6: After the load run , all the parameters are 

collected in the Excel sheet by generating the report 

along with their graphs. CPU memory, PM 

memory,BVG, BPG usage should be maintained 

constant. The total memory of the cell is equal to the 

sum of swap memory and the used memory present in 

the system. The report is generated of the  used 

memory for analysis purpose. 

 

Step 7: Check whether the crash occurs during the 

load run or not, if any determine by taking logs ans 

analyze it. 

 

Step 8: Check major or critical alarm occurs during 

load run by tailing the HFL files before the load run 

testing. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The overall outcome of the proposed testing for 

Femto cell is outlined as follows: 

 

1. For the stability maintainence , load testing is 

performed. 

2. By using the wireshark tools , the packet are 

analysed by taking pcap. 

3. Debugs the environment for test execution with 

reduce effort. 

4. Reduce cost and cycle time for developing a test 

environment which satisfies wishlist. 

5. The load test has performed for a duration of  

18:15 hours and used memory including swap has 

maintained constant for 8.5Gb as shown in  Fig 4. 

 

 
Fig 4: Graph of used memory during load testing 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, the architecture of the femto cells along 

with their interfaces has been discussed.  In order to 

maintain the stability of the system, the load testing 

has been done for the long duration by using various 

tools. The role of power electronics on the supply 

side of the femto cells has been discussed .If any 

failure occurs during testing can be analysed by 

taking the pcap using wireshark tool. Under real life 

load condition, the performance of the system can be 

determined by using the load testing. Hence in this 

proposed paper, the architecture of the femto cells  

along with the load testing and generation of the 

report for analyzing the performance has been 

validated. 
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